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Key Factors and Trends 
for the Future of Steel Industry

1. Steel Demand Shift to 
Developing Countries

2. Climate Change

3. Raw Materials
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1. Steel Demand  Shift

to Developing Countries

<Our basic policies>

(1)  Strengthen competitivenes  

in Japan

(2)  Accelerate steel businesses

in developing market
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1-(1) Strengthen competitiveness

in Japan

 Despite a relative decrease in the weight of Japan, 
a certain level of domestic demand will be sustained, 
especially for high-grade steels.

 Japan will be still important as an R&D foothold for
major steel-using industries.

 Specific measures

① Strengthening competitiveness mainly in 
high-grade steels,  focusing on   
“technological advances”

② Furthering the alliance with Japanese partners 
(Sumitomo Metals, Kobe Steel).
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1-(2) Accelerate steel businesses
in developing market

 To capture the growing steel demand in BRICｓ

and other developing countries,

we’ve developed several steel businesses

in these countries.

 In addition to the projects in progress, 

we keep on searching for further business 

chances.
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1-(2) Projects in progress

① Expansion of automotive steel 
sheet joint venture in Brazil

② Expansion of automotive steel 
sheet joint venture in China

③ Starting a new cold rolling mill 
joint venture in Vietnam
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2. Climate Change

(1) Current and medium-term measures

(2) Long-term measures
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2-(1) Current and medium-term
measures

<Our basic policies>

① “ECO-PROCESS”

② “ECO-PRODUCTS”

③ “ECO-SOLUTIONS”
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2-(1)-① “ECO-PROCESS”

〇Japanese steel mill’s energy efficiency is 

at the world’s highest level.

Increasing other countries’ steel production

by decreasing Japan’s output will not lead to 

total CO2 reduction in the world.

〇Further improvement of energy efficiency

・ High-efficiency power- generation equipment

・ Chemical recycling of waste plastics at 

integrated steel plants

・ The SCOPE21-type coke-oven batteries
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2-(1)-② “ECO-PRODUCTS”

〇The world’s highest-level high-function steel 
products contribute to energy conservation and 
CO2 reduction in the demand sectors.

〇The effect of such CO2 reductions is estimated 
at about １５ million tons in Fiscal 2008, 
by these five main products.
(automotive steel sheet, ship plate,  
oriented electrical steel sheet, boiler tube, 
stainless steel sheet)
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2-(1)-③ “ECO-SOLUTIONS”

〇Given energy-saving technologies of Japanese 
steel mills are transferred internationally , 
the CO2 reduction potential is estimated at 340
million tons worldwide.

 This figure is equivalent to 25% of Japan’s total 
CO2 emissions.

〇International cooperative measures
・ Japan/China Steel Industry Environment & 

Energy-Saving Advanced Technology Exchange
・ APP (7 countries)
・ World Steel Association (60 member-countries)
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2-(2) Long-term  measures

〇 Present steelmaking method uses coal for reduction 
of iron ore, so CO2 emission is inevitable.

〇 Develop a revolutionary steelmaking process

<COURSE50*>
*CO2 Ultimate Reduction in Steelmaking Process

by Innovating Technology for Cool Earth 50.

 CO2 reduction of some 30% through the reduction of iron 
ore by hydrogen,  and the separation and recovery of CO2 
from blast-furnace gas.

 Establish the technology by around 2030
industrialize the technology by around 2050 
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3. Raw Material

(1) Key factors and trends

(2) Our basic Policy
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3-(1) Key Factors and Trends

① Progressive oligopoly of suppliers

② Tight supply-demand situation continues

due to the expansion of steel demand

③ Deteriorating quality of iron ores and coals

available

 Iron ores: increasingly pulverized and 

high-alumina content

 Coals: decreasing coking properties
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3-(2) Our basic policy

① Process technology
 R&D for increasing use of inferior-grade raw 

materials
 Development of process technology using more 

steel-mill dusts and scraps

② Investment to mining companies for securing 
long-term stable supply
(Ex. )Equity participation in NAMISA

・Basic agreement reached in October 2008 
・Nippon Steel, JFE, Sumitomo Metals, 
Kobe Steel, Nisshin Steel, Itochu, POSCO
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Thank you.


